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After Madrid, San Salvador, Valparaiso and Morelia, the 5th International Congress “Zavier Zubiri”
will be held in Bari on 25-27 September 2019.The main issue will be “Thinking about Metaphysics
in the light of the 21st century”, 50 years after his lessons on “Estructura de la metafísica” and
“Los problemas fundamentales de la metafísica occidental”, given during 1969. It is a meeting
organized by the Fundación Xavier Zubiri (Madrid) jointly with Università degli Studi di Bari Aldo
Moro in order to introduce the philosophical thought of he who is known as the “Spanish
Heidegger” for the consistency and the coherence of his philosophy.
In the three days of Congress, a debate will take place among the greatest scholars of the Basque
philosopher, dead in 1983, in the aftermath of the publication of the third volume of his major
work, la Inteligencia sentiente.
The Congress will consist of 4 sessions that will summon what Zubiri defined as the most
comprehensive areas of his thought: 1) Gnoseology and the Theory of Knowledge; 2) Nature and
Human Reality; 3) Ethics and Aesthetics; 4) God and Religion.
The scientific committee of the Congress will welcome some proposal of communication by young
Italian and foreign scholars who in recent years are more and more interested in Xavier Zubiri’s
thought.
The rapporteurs of the selected proposals will be entitled to subsistence expenses. The Congress
organization will not cover the cost of travel.
The proposals must be accompanied by a 1000-1500 words abstract, curriculum vitae (1-2 pages)
and contact details.
The abstract shall be submitted on 31 January 2019 to: zubiri2019@gmail.com .
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